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Abstract: UAV visual-object-tracking technology based on Siamese neural networks has great scien-
tific research and practical application value, and it is widely used in geological surveying, recon-
naissance monitoring, and environmental monitoring. Due to the limited onboard computational
resources and complex real-world environments of drones, most of the existing tracking systems
based on Siamese neural networks struggle to combine excellent performance with high efficiency.
Therefore, the key issue is to study how to improve the accuracy of target tracking under the chal-
lenges of real-time performance and the above factors. In response to this problem, this paper
proposes a real-time UAV tracking system based on interframe saliency transformer and lightweight
multidimensional attention network (SiamITL). Specifically, interframe saliency transformer is used
to continuously perceive spatial and temporal information, making the network more closely related
to the essence of the tracking task. Additionally, a lightweight multidimensional attention network is
used to better capture changes in both target appearance and background information, improving
the ability of the tracker to distinguish between the target and background. SiamITL is effective
and efficient: extensive comparative experiments and ablation experiments have been conducted
on multiple aerial tracking benchmarks, demonstrating that our algorithm can achieve more robust
feature representation and more accurate target state estimation. Among them, SiamITL achieved
success and accuracy rates of 0.625 and 0.818 in the UAV123 benchmark, respectively, demonstrating a
certain level of leadership in this field. Furthermore, SiamITL demonstrates the potential for real-time
operation on the embedded platform Xavier, highlighting its potential for practical application in
real-world scenarios.

Keywords: visual object tracking; UAV tracking; saliency transformer; lightweight attention

1. Introduction

Visual target tracking for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) is a fundamental task in
remote sensing, whose purpose is to infer and predict the position and size of any target in
consecutive aerial images given the initial state of the first frame [1]. Due to the excellent
portability and flexibility of drones, UAV tracking has been widely used in various fields,
such as autonomous navigation [2] and remote sensing mapping [3]. However, UAV
tracking still faces significant challenges due to the following factors: (1) limited aerial
perspective and target motion, which often results in occlusion and appearance changes
that limit the algorithm’s ability to perceive target information; (2) embedded platforms
with limited computational resources, which require algorithms to be lightweight to ensure
stable and real-time tracking task performance; and (3) long tracking time with temporal
correlation, in which existing algorithms are still static trackers that violate the essence of
spatiotemporal sequence correlation in tracking tasks, making it difficult for algorithms to
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effectively handle complex long-term tracking scenarios. Given these challenges, designing
an accurate and robust real-time tracking algorithm for drones remains a challenging task.

Currently, the mainstream UAV tracking methods can be divided into two directions:
those based on correlation filters (CF) and those based on deep learning [4,5]. Due to
their excellent computational efficiency and low computational complexity in the Fourier
domain, correlation filter-based trackers have been widely used in current practical en-
gineering. However, CF-based trackers may struggle with accuracy and robustness in
complex and diverse drone-ground-tracking scenarios [6]. In recent years, there have been
significant advances in the accuracy and robustness of deep-learning-based methods, and
the emergence of various lightweight models and hardware-level acceleration on embed-
ded platforms have made lightweight deep-learning-based trackers deployable on UAVs
in real time, making this a research hotspot [7]. However, most algorithms ignore temporal
contextual information, treating tracking as a template-matching problem independent of
the time dimension, which can make them struggle to effectively handle long-term and
complex tracking scenarios.

In view of this, we propose SiamITL: a real-time UAV-tracking algorithm composed of
the interframe saliency transformer (IST) and lightweight multidimensional attention net-
work (LMAN), as shown in Figure 1. Building on the baseline, we introduce a lightweight
multidimensional attention network to explicitly enhance feature saliency and interframe
saliency transformer to implicitly improve the algorithm’s target-perception ability through
the introduction of time contextual information. As shown in Figure 1’s test results, our
algorithm demonstrates the ability to stably track the target.
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Figure 1. Comparison between the baseline tracker and SimITL. Compared to ground truth (blue), it
can be seen that baseline (yellow) experiences tracking drift when encountering occlusion and similar
target interference, while our method (red) can track the target robustly. And the number following
# represents the current frame number. In the center location error comparison, when the value of
the vertical axis is less than 20, the tracking is considered successful.
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The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

• We present a novel interframe saliency transformer that adaptively aggregates temporal
contextual information, focusing on the dependencies between salient regions and their
corresponding interframe response maps. This approach endows the algorithm with
spatiotemporal correlation to enhance its ability to perceive foreground information;

• We developed the lightweight multidimensional attention network that establishes
inter-dimensional dependencies with a remarkably low computational overhead,
encoding both channel-wise and spatial information to enhance saliency and discrimi-
native capability of features;

• Comprehensive evaluations on four benchmarks have validated the promising perfor-
mance of SiamITL compared with other state-of-the-art (SOTA) trackers. In the speed
test, SiamITL exhibits real-time performance with a speed of 32 frames per second
(FPS) on real embedded platforms.

2. Related Work

The correlation filtering algorithm represented by MOSSE [8] has been widely used in
the ground-target-tracking task of UAVs. This method pioneered the transformation of tar-
get tracking from the correspondence problem to the classification problem of the target and
background. In subsequent studies, Su. used adaptive time regularization constraints and
introduced sparse response constraints to alleviate model degradation during the training
phase [9]. AutoTrack introduces the method of online adaptive-learning spatiotemporal-
regularization term to alleviate the filter over-fitting problem and introduces spatial local-
response mapping to improve the learning of target objects [10]. ARCF-HC [11] proposed
a distortion suppression filtering algorithm that introduces response map distortion into
training formulas to suppress possible environmental noise during the training phase.
The above methods promoted the development of drone-ground-target tracking at that
time, but calculations based on the Fourier domain made it difficult for relevant filter-
ing algorithms to effectively cope with complex scenarios, such as severe appearance
changes. In recent years, feature models based on deep learning have significant and
robust feature-extraction capabilities, making significant progress in the accuracy of target-
tracking tasks [12]. Among them, algorithms based on Siamese neural networks have
attracted widespread attention in the field of target tracking.

Siamese neural networks have two branch inputs: target template and search region.
They extract their respective features through a shared backbone network with the same
weights and estimate similarity using a cross-correlation algorithm. The search region
with the highest similarity is then selected as the tracking target to complete the tracking
task. SINT [13] creatively transforms the target-tracking task into the foreground and
background matching problem and utilizes the Siamese neural network to construct a
similarity function, which is then used to solve the tracking problem through similarity
learning. SiamFC [14] is the first end-to-end tracking network, transforming the tracking
method from online network parameter updates to a pairwise image-similarity-evaluation
problem. This is achieved by calculating the response maps of the two input images to
achieve dense and efficient sliding window evaluation. SiamRPN [15] introduces the an-
chor mechanism, with the network directly outputting confidence scores and bounding box
regression results for multiple anchors of different scales on the feature map. Subsequent
research has improved SiamRPN in various aspects, such as the feature-extraction net-
work [16], optimization of cross-correlation method [17], and instance-level segmentation.
SiamPW [18] designs a classification ranking loss, which enhances recognition capability
by modeling the relationship between foreground samples and background samples, thus
mitigating classification and localization misalignment problems. The baseline algorithm
utilizes MobileNetV2 [19] and anchor box regression on target boxes to provide robustness
against similar target interference and occlusion while ensuring real-time running speed.
However, this algorithm has a weaker feature discrimination capability and lacks the
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incorporation of temporal information; therefore, its accuracy and robustness still have
room for improvement.

The transformer structure has become a research hotspot in the field of object track-
ing in recent years due to its excellent feature-encoding capability [20]. Inspired by the
transformer, there have been numerous lightweight approaches specifically aimed at UAV
tracking [21]. SiamSTM [22] improves the feature-extraction capability of the algorithm
through a lightweight transformer-style feature-extraction network and a multiple match-
ing network. LPAT [23] proposes a method that combines local modeling and global search
mechanisms to enhance the algorithm’s ability to distinguish local details and perceive
global information. Recently, there have been several successful attempts to utilize the
transformer to model temporal context information for optimization in tracking algorithms.
ClimRT [24] generates highly effective potential frames between two consecutive frames to
assist the algorithm in coping with complex scenes. TRTrack [25] improves the long-term
spatial dependency modeling of the algorithm through trajectory-aware reconstruction
of the training process. These algorithms provide a promising solution, However, their
principle is somewhat similar to that of UpdateNet, as they both inject temporal context
information into the algorithm by updating different dimensions of the template for target
matching, ignoring the response map, which contains the most information-rich features
and background clues. Therefore, there is still room for further improvement in terms of
accuracy and robustness.

3. Proposed Method

In this section, we mainly introduce the details of the interframe saliency transformer
and lightweight multidimensional attention network. The framework of SiamITL proposed
in this article is shown in Figure 2, which can be divided into input, feature modeling,
interface refinement, target localization, and output.
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3.1. Overview 

Figure 2. The overview of the SiamITL tracker. It mainly consists of the following four parts:
1. backbone for feature extraction; 2. lightweight multidimensional attention network for feature
enhancement; 3. interframe saliency transformer for similarity map significance refinement, and the
classification and regression function for obtaining target positions.

3.1. Overview

The method we proposed aims to achieve maximum lightest weight for embedded
deployment using a lightweight backbone, MobileNet V2. It then explicitly enhances the
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saliency and discriminative power of the features through a lightweight multidimensional
attention network. After obtaining the response map through feature matching between the
search region and the template using the correlation operator, it is fed into the interframe
saliency transformer for Tk, which fully utilizes the temporal context information. Finally,
target location and state are obtained through a classification and regression network.
In particular, when k = 1, it is directly input into subsequent interframe refinement and
target localization.

3.2. Interframe Saliency Transformer

As the key component of our framework, the structure of the proposed method, i.e.,
interframe saliency transformer, to consider temporal contexts is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Structure of the interframe saliency transformer. The input is the response map of the
current frame Sk, along with significant information from the time series Tk−1, and the final output
is the enhanced response map Tk. Q, K, and V represent the query, key, and value in the transformer
computation formula.

Feedforward network in the diagram consists of two fully connected layers. The
first layer uses an ReLU activation function [26], while the second layer does not use an
activation function, enhancing the representational power of features through nonlinear
processing. Add & normalization uses residual connections and layer normalization [27] to
ensure stable training and avoid gradient vanishing. Multi-head attention in the diagram
serves as the basic computational component of the transformer structure.

The key to the tracking task is to distinguish the foreground from the background
in the search region. The response map of each frame represents the target region of the
algorithm’s greatest interest, with the most interesting point serving as the central region.
Therefore, we crop the central region of the temporal response map as the focus information
and send it to the subsequent interframe saliency transformer. We believe that combining
the focus information from the response map can improve the network’s ability to recognize
foreground information and achieve a balance between accuracy and efficiency by cropping
away unnecessary background. Influenced by this idea, we designed the center fusion
module, which is shown in Figure 4.
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height × width × channel of the characteristic graph.

The center of the response map corresponds to the predicted center of the target by
the algorithm. Through the MaxLoc center crop on the right side of Figure 4, we crop the
region of greatest interest to the algorithm as focal information, centered on the maximum
value of the response map, to eliminate background information around the target. The
focus information is linearized and then concatenated channel-wise with the linearized
focus information to obtain a response map that is fused with the focus information. When
it comes to how to choose the query, key, and value for the multi-head attention mechanism,
we use the temporal sequence information as the query and key and use the current
response map as the value to participate in the calculation. We believe that the information
in the current frame is more important than the temporal sequence information, so we use
this computation method to make the network put more emphasis on the current response
map and represent the feature information of the current object more accurately.

During the tracking process of UAV against the ground, there may be background
interference caused by similar targets and occlusion, while the transformer structure focuses
more on global features and lacks a local inductive bias, which is not conducive to modeling
local details. If we do not correct the transmission of temporal information, it may contain
some interference information. In order to enhance the algorithm’s ability to filter out
unnecessary context and improve its perception of local information, we introduce an
additional set of convolutions and global average pooling in the feedforward network
through residual edges, allowing the network to learn the weights of residual edges to
achieve adaptive filtering of temporal information.

It is worth mentioning that since both the input and output layers of the interframe
saliency transformer structure are convolutional layers, the zero padding of the convolu-
tional operation implicitly encodes spatial information, allowing for the introduction of
positional information between different frames. This eliminates the need for any explicit
positional Encoding operations and better adapts to scenarios with varying resolutions,
while also reducing the computational complexity of the algorithm.

3.3. Lightweight Multidimensional Attention Network

Due to the limited computational resources of the drone platform, even with excellent
lightweight feature-extraction networks, the feature information obtained is still insufficient
to cope with complex and diverse usage scenarios. Therefore, while implicitly introducing
temporal sequence information, we designed the lightweight multidimensional attention
network (MDA) to establish interdependency relationships between dimensions through
permute and residual transformation. This network is able to encode the channel in-
formation and spatial information of features with a very low computational overhead,
improving the saliency and discriminative power of features with low computational cost.
The structure is shown in Figure 5.
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We have constructed three branches to enhance the input tensor from three dimensions.
In the first branch, we establish information interaction between the H and W dimensions.
To achieve this, the input tensor is first simplified through a 1× 1 convolution operation,
which reduces the number of channels to two. This simplified tensor is then passed
through a large kernel convolution operation to greatly increase the receptive field and
provide the network with more shape bias. Subsequently, sigmoid activation is used to
generate attention weights that are applied to the input, encoding spatial information in
the algorithm to obtain the output X1. This enhances the expressive ability of the algorithm
in both the H and W dimensions.

In the second branch, we establish information interaction between the C and W
dimensions. To achieve this, the input tensor is first rotated through a permute operation,
which reorders the dimensions of the tensor. The tensor is then simplified through a
MaxPooling and AvgPooling operation, reducing the number of channels to two. This
simplified tensor (2× C×W) is then passed through the same steps as the first branch,
with the output X2 rotated back through a permute operation to maintain the same shape
as the input.

In the third branch, we establish information interaction between the spatial and
temporal dimensions. The input tensor is rotated through a permute operation and then
simplified through a MaxPooling and AvgPooling operation with a kernel size of two,
reducing the number of channels to two. This simplified tensor is then passed through the
same steps as the first branch to finally obtain the output X3.

In terms of feature discriminability, we interacted information between the spatial and
channel dimensions of the features, enabling them to have a better discriminative ability
for the target object against its background by encoding global spatial context information.
In terms of computational complexity and parameter count, we used MaxPooling and
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AvgPooling operations to reduce the number of channels, with the aim of maintaining rich
feature information while reducing the depth of the layer and computational complexity.

4. Results
4.1. Implementation Details

The tracker is programmed using Python 3.7 and Pytorch 1.11 using the Ubantu 18.04
operating system and trained and validated using the PySOT library. The experimental
equipment includes an Intel i7-12700 CPU, an NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPU, and 64 GB of
RAM. We used VID, LaSOT [28], and GOT-10K [29] training sets for joint training, and
the pre-trained model for the backbone network is obtained from MobileNet V2 trained
on the ImageNet benchmark. After the initial warm-up period of five iterations, learning
rate scheduling is used to gradually reduce the learning rate. A total of 20 checkpoints are
performed, and the overall training time is 5 h.

4.2. Evaluation Index

In this section, we conducted extensive experiments on SiamITL in terms of accuracy
and robustness, evaluating it on four standardized drone-based object-tracking datasets, in-
cluding UAV123 [30], UAV20L, DTB70 [31], and UAVDT [32], using the one-pass evaluation
(OPE) protocol. The tracker was initialized with the ground truth bounding box of the first
frame for the entire test sequence and was not re-initialized during the evaluation. We used
both accuracy and success rate as evaluation metrics. Accuracy refers to the percentage
of frames with a center location error less than a specific pixel threshold. The success
rate of the tracking algorithm refers to the percentage of frames where the overlap ratio
between the tracking box and the real box is greater than a specific threshold in the total
number of frames.

4.3. Experiments on the UAV123 Benchmark

The UAV123 dataset provides a sparse and low-altitude bird’s-eye-view tracking
dataset, which includes high-resolution videos captured by professional UAVs and simu-
lated bird’s-eye-view sequences generated by a simulator. In the UAV123 benchmark, as the
drone moves and the camera’s perspective changes, the scale and aspect ratio of the target
can vary significantly, resulting in complex scenarios. The dataset includes 12 challenge
attributes, including viewpoint changes (VCs), partial occlusion (PO), full occlusion (FO),
and fast motion (FM). In this test, our algorithm was compared with SOTA algorithms,
including SiamRPN++, SiamAPN++ [33], SiamAPN, SiamDW [34], SGDViT [35], HIFT [36]
and SiamFC.

Overall Evaluation: The success and accuracy plots are shown in Figure 6. The success
rate of our algorithm, SiamITL, is 0.625, and the accuracy rate is 0.818. Compared to the
state-of-the-art drone-based ground tracking algorithm, SGDViT, SiamITL has a success
rate and accuracy rate that are 4.3% and 5.4% higher, respectively. This indicates that our
algorithm has leading accuracy and robustness.

Attribute-Based Evaluation: To analyze SiamITL’s ability to cope with various complex
scenarios, we conducted analyses of the six most common attributes in the UAV123 bench-
mark: scale variation (SV), viewpoint change (VC), partial occlusion (POC), full occlusion
(FOC), out-of-view (OV), and similar objects (SOBs). The success and accuracy plots are
shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.
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Our tracker achieves superior performance compared to other SOTA trackers.

As can be seen, in scenarios where the target’s appearance changes (SV, VC), features
are lost (POB, FOB, OV), or the target’s information is disturbed (SOB), our algorithm,
which combines the interframe saliency transformer and lightweight multidimensional at-
tention network, achieved significant improvements compared to baseline and outperforms
existing algorithms. This indicates that the introduction of time contextual information and
the explicit enhancement of feature saliency in our algorithm can effectively improve the
robustness of drone-based ground tracking in complex scenarios.
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4.4. Experiments on the UAV20L Benchmark

The UAV20L benchmark includes 20 long sequences, with an average of nearly
3000 frames per sequence. As the frame spacing increases, the position changes of the
object between frames become more significant and irregular, making target tracking more
challenging. Therefore, the performance of long-term tracking can more directly reflect
the performance of tracking algorithms in actual drone-ground-tracking scenarios. We
conducted comparative experiments on this benchmark by comparing our algorithm with
the following SOTA algorithms that have publicly available dataset results: SiamFC++ [37],
SiamBAN [38], SiamAPN++, SiamCAR [39], and SESiamFC.

Overall Evaluation: As can be seen from Figure 9, our algorithm achieved the best
performance in terms of both success rate and accuracy in the long-term tracking scenario.
Compared to the baseline, the success rate and accuracy were improved by 4.1% and 3.3%,
respectively. It is worth noting that our algorithm outperformed SiamBAN, SiamCAR, and
SiamFC++, which use large networks, in terms of both success rate and accuracy. This
proves that our algorithm can effectively meet the requirements of long-term drone-based
ground tracking scenarios while using lightweight networks.
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Attribute-Based Evaluation: To further demonstrate the performance of our algorithm in
complex scenarios, we visually presented the accuracy comparison of various algorithms
under multiple challenge attributes using a radar plot. As can be seen from Figure 10,
our algorithm significantly outperforms other state-of-the-art algorithms in dealing with
complex scenarios, such as background interference, occlusion, out-of-view, and viewpoint
changes. This fully demonstrates that our algorithm can effectively cope with various
complex scenarios during the tracking process.
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Speed Evaluation: The UAV20L benchmark is an authoritative long-term tracking
dataset, and its resolution is commonly used in the field of drone-based ground tracking.
Therefore, in order to comprehensively demonstrate the efficiency and performance com-
parison of our algorithm with other SOTA algorithms in the field of drone-based ground
tracking, we conducted further comparisons using the UAV20L dataset. As shown in
Table 1 below, SiamITL achieved a certain improvement in performance compared to other
SOTA trackers in the field of drone-based ground tracking. Speed experiments on the
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embedded platform Jeston Xavier demonstrated that our algorithm can meet the real-time
computational requirements of actual tracking scenarios.

Table 1. Average attribute-based evaluation of SiamITL and 7 other SOTA trackers on the UAV20L
benchmarks. Due to the fact that the runtime speed of algorithms is influenced by multiple factors,
such as macs, params, and the hardware platform, it is difficult to assess lightweight algorithms solely
based on a single metric. Model size and frames per second (FPS) are the most representative of the
algorithm’s actual performance and parameter count. Therefore, we selected these two parameters
for evaluation.

Trackers Backbone
Overall

Model_Size (MB) FPS_GPU (FPS) FPS_Xavier (FPS)
Pre. Suc.

SiamAPN AlexNet 0.692 0.518 118.7 180.4 34.5
SGDViT AlexNet 0.703 0.519 183.0 115.8 23.0

SiamAPN++ AlexNet 0.703 0.533 187.1 175.2 34.9
HiFT AlexNet 0.763 0.566 82.1 127.7 31.2

SiamSTM Slight-ViT 0.742 0.580 31.1 193.2 36.0
Ours MobilenetV2 0.769 0.588 65.4 160.3 32.3

4.5. Experiments on the DTB70 Benchmark

The drone tracking benchmark (DTB70) consists of both short-term and long-term
aerial targets, with a total of 70 video sequences. Most of the video sequences were captured
by DJI drones in a real university campus at an altitude of up to 120 m. Therefore, most of
the scenes in the DTB70 benchmark are low-altitude flight scenes, in which the states of
the targets are flexible and the interference in the low-altitude environment is significant,
making it a challenging scenario for tracking.

We selected four common challenges that are common in low-altitude scenes: occlu-
sion (OCC), similar object around (SOA), out-of-view (OOV), and aspect ratio variation
(ARV). Due to the interframe saliency transformer and the lightweight multidimensional
attention network structure proposed in this article, SiamITL achieved good results in
all attributes, as shown in Table 2. Our algorithm leads existing excellent drone-tracking
algorithms in the occlusion and similar target interference scenarios that drones often
encounter. However, our algorithm still has limitations. In scenarios with scale variation
and out-of-view challenges, although it achieved first place in terms of success rate, its
accuracy was slightly lower than that of the TCTrack algorithm. This is because even
though our algorithm filters redundant information, it still difficult to effectively deal with
model degradation by redundant long-term information.

Table 2. Average attribute-based evaluation of the SiamITL and 6 other SOTA UAV trackers on
DTB benchmarks.

Trackers Overall OCC SOA OOV ARV

Pre. Suc. Pre. Suc. Pre. Suc. Pre. Suc. Pre. Suc.

SiamAPN 0.784 0.586 0.654 0.474 0.658 0.480 0.756 0.557 0.715 0.569
LightTrack [40] 0.761 0.587 0.617 0.438 0.642 0.466 0.768 0.586 0.755 0.603

SiamAPN++ 0.790 0.594 0.713 0.517 0.682 0.495 0.772 0.590 0.728 0.575
HiFT 0.802 0.594 0.662 0.455 0.700 0.485 0.812 0.596 0.770 0.610

SGDViT 0.806 0.603 0.755 0.526 0.735 0.524 0.778 0.588 0.723 0.573
TCTrack [41] 0.813 0.626 0.751 0.540 0.728 0.535 0.894 0.641 0.769 0.619

Ours 0.824 0.629 0.782 0.552 0.746 0.542 0.883 0.663 0.765 0.633

4.6. Qualitative Evaluation

In order to visually demonstrate the tracking results of the algorithm in this article
and further demonstrate its performance in dealing with complex scenarios during the
long-term tracking process, we visualized the tracking results of SiamITL and the SOTA
algorithm SGDViT, as shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Visualization of tracking results on the UAVDT and UAV20L benchmark. The yellow
frame represents SGDViT, the blue frame represents ground truth, and the red frame represents
our method. The CLE below the purple dashed line (CLE < 20) is the success tracking in the test.
The first frame of the sequence displays the initial state of the object. (a) S1606 subset. (b) S0301
subset. (c) Bike1 subset. (d) Car1_2 subset. The vertical coordinate. represents the Euclidean distance
between the predicted box and the ground truth box, with the unit being the number of pixel points.
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The first test sequence, S1606, presents major challenges, including severe similar
object, occlusion, and target appearance changes. From frame 135 to frame 153, the target
vehicle is partially occluded by a road lamp while a similar moving vehicle appears nearby.
At this time, the SGDViT algorithm experiences tracking drift, while our algorithm is able
to achieve stable tracking. Near frame 538, the target vehicle drives towards the distance.
It can be seen that the yellow box representing the SGDViT algorithm is no longer able to
correctly track the target, while our algorithm is able to stably track the target throughout
the entire process.

By focusing on the S0301 sequence, it can be seen that this sequence is a tracking scene
in a night-time scene, and the main challenges are similar target interference and target
appearance changes in low-visibility conditions. Around frame 14, due to partial overlap
between the similar target and the target vehicle, the tracking results of our algorithm
experience a slight accuracy fluctuation, but it quickly regains correct tracking of the target
vehicle. In the subsequent tracking process, the SGDViT algorithm is affected by the
interference of surrounding vehicles and experiences tracking failure, while our algorithm
effectively overcomes the complex scene of similar target interference and target appearance
and size changes.

As shown in Figure 11c, the bike1 test is a long-term sequence of over 3000 frames,
accompanied by similar target interference and repeated changes in target appearance
scale. Near frames 103, 1000, and 2756, the SGDViT algorithm was unable to correctly
handle the complex scene due to significant changes in target appearance scale caused by
changes in the perspective of the drone. Near frame 2260, SGDViT experienced tracking
drift due to similar target interference. Our algorithm demonstrated impressive long-term
performance, maintaining stable and accurate performance throughout.

The Car1_2 subset presents major challenges of target occlusion and similar target
interference. Near frames 378 to 437, the SGDViT algorithm experienced tracking box scale
errors due to similar target interference. From frames 758 to 831, the SGDViT algorithm
was unable to correctly track the target due to severe occlusion. SiamITL maintained a high
CLE value compared to the ground truth box, indicating that our algorithm has a certain
level of superiority in dealing with similar target interference and occlusion scenarios.

The above qualitative experiments have shown that the algorithm proposed in this arti-
cle can improve its ability to recognize targets through the interframe saliency transformer,
which can obtain temporal contextual information. The lightweight multidimensional
attention network is used to explicitly enhance the saliency and discriminative features of
the target. As a result, SiamITL can effectively handle various complex scenarios, accurately
and reliably obtaining the location and size of the target. Qualitative experimental analysis
demonstrated the effectiveness of our algorithm in dealing with complex scenes.

The heatmap is used to visualize the output results as loss feedback to the network
structure, and the hook function is used to record the feature layers of the forward propaga-
tion and the gradients of the backward propagation in the corresponding layer structure [42].
The gradients are pooled globally and multiplied by the corresponding feature layers using
the weights, which indicate how much the network structure focuses on the prediction
of that feature layer. To further demonstrate the contribution of the two components of
our algorithm, we use heatmaps to visualize the classification layer of the algorithm and
showcase the regions of interest to the algorithm in a more prominent manner.

As shown in Figure 12, in the bike1 sequence, due to the interference of nearby
similar targets, the attention of the baseline network is completely shifted to the interfering
target, while the improved algorithm SiamITL can stably perceive the target. In the truck
2 sequence, it can be seen that when the truck is occluded, the attention of the baseline is
diffused to the entire surrounding area, while the proposed algorithm can still accurately
capture the truck’s feature information. In the group 1 sequence, despite interference from
nearby pedestrians, the proposed algorithm exhibits a slight shift in attention, while the
baseline’s attention is focused on each interfering target, burying hidden dangers for the
accuracy and robustness of the algorithm.
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Figure 12. Comparison between similarity maps of baseline (second column) and SiamITL
(third column). In order to visually demonstrate the differences in network attention, we selected
occluded and similar target interference scenarios. The figure shows that the central region of the
image corresponds to the target being tracked by the algorithm at that moment. Therefore, it can be
seen in the bike 1 sequence that the Baseline experiences tracking drift.

From the heatmap, it can be clearly seen that the algorithm in this paper introduces the
interframe saliency transformer and lightweight multidimensional attention network, and
obtains temporal context information through temporal information filtering, thereby elim-
inating surrounding background interference and strengthening target state information. It
also effectively enhances the saliency of features, making the algorithm more focused on
the target itself. Therefore, when dealing with situations such as occlusion and interference
from similar targets, it can minimize interfering factors and maintain the algorithm’s focus
on the target.

Through the aforementioned heatmap comparison experiments, it is further demon-
strated that the proposed algorithm’s introduction of temporal contextual information and
multidimensional enhancement of feature saliency is effective in the process of UAV tracking.

4.7. Ablation Study

To verify the structural effectiveness of the interframe saliency transformer and
lightweight multidimensional attention network proposed in this paper, Table 3 lists the
success rates and four challenge-specific accuracy metrics of SiamITL and baseline with
different components. With the addition of the lightweight multidimensional attention
network to enhance feature saliency, the tracker’s success rate and ability to cope with vari-
ous complex scenarios have exceeded the baseline. Additionally, with the inclusion of the
interframe saliency transformer structure, which adds temporal sequence information to
the model, SiamITL’s tracking performance and robustness have been further significantly
improved.
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Table 3. Ablation study of the proposed tracker on UAV20L benchmark. The
√

and × indicate
whether the module is or is not in use, respectively.

NO. IST LMAN Overall BC SV FO OOV

1 × × 0.723 0.515 0.709 0.519 0.709
2

√
× 0.736 0.565 0.728 0.557 0.742

3 ×
√

0.752 0.640 0.743 0.615 0.781
4

√ √
0.769 0.675 0.757 0.648 0.810

5. Conclusions

To verify the structural effectiveness of the interframe saliency transformer and
lightweight multidimensional attention network proposed in this paper, Table 2 lists the
success rates and four challenge-specific accuracy metrics of SiamITL and Baseline with
different components. With the addition of the lightweight multidimensional attention
network to enhance feature saliency, the tracker’s success rate and ability to cope with vari-
ous complex scenarios have exceeded the baseline. Additionally, with the inclusion of the
interframe saliency transformer structure, which adds temporal sequence information to
the model, SiamITL’s tracking performance and robustness have been further significantly
improved. Real-time deployment on Xavier demonstrates the development potential of the
algorithm presented in this paper. We hope that our algorithm can inspire further research
in enhancing UAV performance, and in future work, we will accelerate it with TensorRT to
make it more suitable for embedded chips.
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